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John Pritchard

PUBLISHER’S LETTER

As we were working on the latest issue of The Journal of Healthcare Contracting, 
the news came down that VHA/UHC – now Vizient – was acquiring MedAssets. 

When this deal closes, the new combined organization will be over $100 billion in contracted 
through-put – yet that scale is not the main driver of  this acquisition. In this day of  bigger is better 
and bigger gets you leverage, Vizient is absorbing MedAssets because it is actually chasing perfor-
mance-enhancing opportunities for current and potential clients, not scale to leverage suppliers. 
As Jody Hatcher, VHA/UHC president, states: “It’s more associated with data, best practices, per-
formance improvement. These are far more important than scale related to purchasing volume.”

It would be naïve to think that a contract re-fresh isn’t forthcoming, where Vizient as a result of  their 
new scale will request better pricing, but I find it very refreshing to see the intent of  the acquisition isn’t 

simply scale. You may think I write this with tongue in cheek, but I am not. I liken it 
to my call to Supply Chain Leaders to start looking for products and services that may 
actually cost more but affect how the hospital performs by increasing quality or en-
hancing patient experience. If  it actually happens, we can hopefully start to transcend 
the transaction and see true partnerships form that are rewarded for performance 
with patient care in the center of  the evaluation.

Hatcher continues with his explanation of  the importance of  cost and qual-
ity being part of  the fabric of  the combined organization, and his belief  that it 
will be in a better position to move the needle for their customers. In fact, he is 
so confident that he believes it will make them an imperative partner for their 
clients. “The question is, do you as a provider have the systems, processes and 
capabilities to measure, manage and track how you’re performing in an alterna-

tive payment scheme?” he says. “Our view is, we should be an indispensable partner providing 
solutions to enable organizations to perform better.” 

One way the purchasing group can be that partner is through data and analytics. Another is 
simply by bringing together provider members to share best practices.“We learn, improve and 
build together, and by doing that, we will accelerate [our members’] collective performance. 
Hospitals can’t operate in isolation anymore; we can be a catalyst.”

I couldn’t agree more, and I see it every day in our nation’s hospitals and IDNs. There seems 
to be a great desire to have performance tactics and processes home grown or at least germinate 
from within, whether its value analysis, contracting terms and conditions, how they deal with al-
ternate payment models or aggregate purchased services. I just don’t think the variance found in 
the marketplace by providers working concurrently on these challenges will get them to where 
they need to be as fast as they need to be there. Time is of  the essence. Vizient appears to be 
assembling an answer to this challenge!

 

More than Scale

One way the purchasing 
group can be that 

partner is through data 
and analytics. Another 

is simply by bringing 
together provider 
members to share  

best practices.





EXECUTIVE INTERVIEW

The Case for Evidence
HealthTrust CMO Michael Schlosser spends eight days a week helping clinicians 
use evidence to make informed decisions about products and procedures 

In January 2015, HealthTrust ap-
pointed Michael J. Schlosser, M.D., 
FAANS, as the organization’s first 
chief  medical officer (CMO). Dr. 
Schlosser is a board-certified neu-
rosurgeon whose clinical practice 
focused primarily on complex spine 
surgery and surgical neuro-oncology. 

“Adding a full-time CMO is a con-
tinued investment in advancing a clini-
cal agenda that supports our member 
providers and the outcomes so criti-
cal to their success,” said HealthTrust 
President and CEO Ed Jones, at the 
time. “The CMO will also bring a 
new level of  expertise to clinical value 
analysis – increasingly a critical part 
of  the way medical supplies and, in 
particular, physician preference items, 
are selected and sourced.” Schlosser 
was also charged with expanding op-
portunities for physician engagement 
in purchasing decisions through lead-
ership of  the HealthTrust Physician 
Steering Committee.

Born in Detroit, Mich., and raised 
in Tucson, Ariz., Schlosser previously 
served in leadership roles at TriStar 
Centennial Medical Center in Nash-
ville, including chief  of  staff  and 
chief  of  surgery. Prior to accepting 
the position of  CMO for Health-
Trust, he worked as medical director 
for Parallon Supply Chain SolutionsMichael Schlosser

December  2015 | The Journal of Healthcare Contracting6



Journal of Healthcare Contracting: Can you share a day – or a 
week – in the life of the chief medical officer of HealthTrust?
Michael Schlosser: My typical week involves one or two days of  
travel. This might be for a customer-facing event where I’m presenting 
on HealthTrust’s clinical agenda – how we’re incorporating physicians 
and evidence into our processes, what we’re doing with clinical out-
comes data, and how we’re driving toward an evidence- and data-based 
approach to device utilization. I might also be meeting with physician 
leaders and hospital and supply chain executives to help them develop 
processes for driving better value from medical device utilization in 
their facilities. 

Another one or two days per week I spend working within the 
GPO, both with national contracting teams focused on physician 
preference item agreements and the custom contracting group for 
medical devices. In 2015, my team launched the HealthTrust Phy-
sician Advisors program, giving these con-
tracting specialists access to physician sub-
ject matter experts. We also have a robust 
clinical evidence team to research products 
and procedures. My role is to support these 
clinical assets and ensure they’re better used 
in HealthTrust’s contracting processes.

For the remainder of  the week, I’m gen-
erally working with HealthTrust’s InVivoLink 
team and HCA’s supply chain. InVivoLink 
is a registry that captures detailed informa-
tion about patients undergoing orthopedic 
and spine procedures, and the implants and 
approaches used in the operating room, and 
links that to the outcomes of  those surger-
ies. We’re implementing InVivoLink at many 
HealthTrust member facilities based on the particular outcomes they 
want measured and dashboard views that will best engage and support 
their physicians.

More broadly, we’re optimizing the InVivoLink tool to support the 
new Comprehensive Care Joint Replacement Program of  the Centers 
for Medicare & Medicaid Services, which may soon be forcing bundled 
payments on 75 markets across the country. Everyone is scrambling 
to figure out what they’re going to do when that program launches, 
possibly as early as Jan. 1, 2016. InVivoLink is positioned to play a key 
role by providing real-time cost-per-case data as well as tracking key 
clinical outcomes, helping organizations manage the critical aspects of  
bundled episodes of  care.

With the HCA supply group, the focus 
currently is on engaging physicians around 
a supply chain agenda for 2016 that will ad-
dress physician preferences and utilization 
of  various products. We’ll be using evidence-
based approaches that include the launch of  
physician-led committees, best practices, and 
optimized order sets and protocols. 

I think that all might add up to more than 
five days, but I would never be happy if  I 
wasn’t busy.

JHC: As HealthTrust CMO, what are some 
of the key strategic areas of focus in the 
year ahead?

Schlosser: We’re going to spend a lot of  
time in 2016 focused on how to support 
supply chain organizations, and contracting 
and purchasing departments, to be success-
ful working under the growing number of  
value-based payment models (bundled pay-
ments being the most common). As more 
care is delivered in a value-based or risk-
sharing format, there will be greater need for 
those in supply chain to have an evidence-
based and outcomes-focused approach to 
device decisions.

“ We have the desire to use 
evidence-based approaches 
to decision-making around 
medical devices, but in 
many areas, we lack the 
right kind of data.”

The Journal of Healthcare Contracting | December 2015 7
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One category of  products on our radar is 
the rapidly expanding field of  biologic prod-
ucts approved through the FDA regulatory 
process for human cells, tissues, and cellular 
and tissue-based products (HCT/P), so we 
can start understanding where these products 
are adding value and where they’re just add-
ing costs. Cells harvested from amniotic fluid, 
for example, might be applied to burns and 
wounds or injected into tendons or the spine 
without ever having demonstrated efficacy, 
or even safety, for any of  those indications. 
HCT/P manufacturers look to the market to 

generate some of  that data, but isn’t keeping 
pace with utilization.

Our objective is to stay ahead of  these 
new technologies and help our members un-
derstand the clinical and economic impact. 
Another example is a collaborative effort 
we have with invasive cardiologists in the 
HealthTrust Physician Advisors program 
to evaluate how absorbable coronary stents 
should be deployed to create the most value 
for patients. Clinical evidence also needs to 

be regularly amassed and examined for a whole host of  med/surg prod-
ucts, including sutures, endomechanical products and hernia meshes.

JHC: Prior to becoming CMO for HealthTrust, you were medi-
cal director for Parallon Supply Chain Solutions, assisting in 
the development of evidence-based and physician-led ap-
proaches to hospital supply decisions. How have your respon-
sibilities changed since becoming CMO of HealthTrust?
Schlosser: At Parallon I was tasked with creating different structures 
to engage physicians in supply decisions regarding the adoption of  new 
technology within individual HCA facilities and, on a regional basis, 
spine and orthopedic devices. Since becoming CMO of  HealthTrust, 
my responsibilities have expanded to include physician engagement in 

contracting at the GPO level, and utilization 
up to the IDN or national level, on behalf  of  
the HealthTrust membership.

JHC: Where is the industry in terms of 
making “evidence-based decisions” about 
medical devices and equipment? Have 
we “arrived” at that point yet, or not? 
Why do you say that?
Schlosser: We’re in transition. We’re mov-
ing in that direction. We have the desire to 
use evidence-based approaches to decision-
making around medical devices, but in many 
areas, we lack the right kind of  data. We’re 
coming close with cardiovascular devices, 
where randomized controlled trials, national 
registries and other data sources provide 80 
to 90 percent of  the picture needed to un-
derstand how to tailor utilization to get the 

best outcomes. On the other end of  the spectrum are spinal implants, 
where we have a very small percentage of  the data we need due to the 
complexity of  those procedures and wide variations in technique and 
surgical approaches, as well as the lack of  randomized controlled trials 
and comparative effectiveness studies.

Step one to bridging that gap is collecting the right kind of  infor-
mation, such as the database we’re building with the InVivoLink tool. 
Once the data is collected, the right analytic approach is needed to 
make the data consumable and actionable. The next step is building 
the process for implementing those evidence-based decisions. This in-
cludes a collaborative approach with physicians, supply chain, hospital 

“ You need to develop 
physicians’ trust that you 
will really include them 
in the process and listen 
to their advice, as well 
as follow through on 
decisions that are made.”

December 2015 | The Journal of Healthcare Contracting8
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EXECUTIVE INTERVIEW

leadership and others on the OR team. The 
process needs to spell out the way decisions 
will get enacted upstream by the people who 
actually do the purchasing and write con-
tracts, and the way the downstream effects 
of  those decisions will be tracked in terms of  
patient outcomes.

In pockets around the country, there are 
hospitals and systems that are pretty far down 
this pathway to a value-based approach. But 
other organizations have not even started 
their journey. So there’s a lot of  work to do 
before we’re at the point where we can say 
we’re truly making evidence-based decisions. 

JHC: Do you make a distinction between 
evidence-based decision-making and 
clinical value analysis? If so, what is it?
Schlosser: To me, clinical value analysis is 
the process you use to operationalize evi-
dence-based decision-making for devices 
and technology. It’s focused as much on how 
you implement and support an evidence-
based approach as it is on the evidence and 
the decisions themselves. 

JHC: On the HealthTrust website, you 
write: “Data and published evidence on 
their own will not provide us with all the 
answers. We must turn data into knowl-
edge and then apply that knowledge 

to everyday practice.” Can you elaborate on this, and how it 
might play out in the typical hospital or IDN?
Schlosser: Data by itself  does not give you answers. You have 
to make the data actionable, to actually change behavior and out-
comes. Physician subject matter experts are needed to give the 
data context, for example to help understand the patients on 
whom data was collected and how that translates to everyday 
practice, and help you come up with best practices or guidance 
around that evidence. Is the data compelling and should practice 
patterns change, or is it biased and more study is needed before 
action is taken? That’s step one.

Step two is to turn that knowledge into practice. If  the data is com-
pelling, how do we communicate the results and implement change? 
This step involves looking at your physician leadership structure and 
communication plan. Both steps require a concerted effort and an 
implementation strategy.     

JHC: You were chief of staff and chief of surgery at TriStar Cen-
tennial Medical Center. In the typical hospital, what are physi-
cians’ primary misgivings about getting involved in product 
evaluation/selection? How can the supply chain director ad-
dress those misgivings and enlist the support of his or her 
physicians and surgeons?
Schlosser: It’s less about misgivings than time constraints. Physicians 
have a lot on their plate and are constantly having to do more while 
getting reimbursed less, so asking them for their time is a challenge. 
One way to address that is to make their involvement valuable for 
them. If  you’re a supply chain director asking physicians to attend a 
meeting to talk about value analysis, be sure it is well run and you have 
the right information on hand so it’s not just another meeting. Be re-
spectful of  their time. 

“A signature on an employment contract 
is unlikely to change how physicians make 

decisions, or cause them to turn over control 
of product choice to a hospital system.”

December 2015 | The Journal of Healthcare Contracting10
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You’ll also need to develop physicians’ 
trust that you will really include them in the 
process and listen to their advice, as well as 
follow through on decisions that are made. 
Unless you can build that trust, it can be 
hard to get physicians involved in evaluating 
products. Being willing to take action based 
on the outcomes of  the meeting and provide 
follow-up in a timely manner will help build 
that trust.

JHC: My understanding is that physi-
cians and surgeons can come to rely on 
medical device salespeople for knowl-
edge and understanding of devices, 
equipment, etc. How important is that 
relationship between the clinician and 
the sales rep? Should the supply chain 
director leave such relationships undis-
turbed? Why or why not?

Schlosser: The relationship between clinicians and sales reps has be-
come really important, and is probably the one that has the biggest 
impact on device choice and utilization. Studies looking at how physi-
cians make decisions about which devices they will use reveal that sales 
reps are the first or second most influential factor. So it’s important for 
us to understand how those relationships are maintained and used to 
drive utilization.

I think supply chain directors need to break physicians of  their 
habit of  relying on sales reps as their source of  truth on outcomes 
and clinical evidence. No one can deny that vendor-sponsored stud-

ies are biased, and that’s generally what reps 
are using as their sales tools. We would like to 
see HealthTrust, healthcare systems, supply 
chain, peer physicians or any combination of  
those folks become that source of  truth. That 
still leaves sales reps with an incredibly im-
portant role supporting physicians in appro-
priate product use once their evidence-based 
decision has been objectively reached. 

JHC: We see hospital systems acquiring 
physician practices. One would think 
that employed physicians would be 
more compliant with administration’s 
product decisions than independent 
physicians. Yet on our website, you 
point out that’s not the case. Why? 
Schlosser: How physicians practice medi-
cine – e.g., how neurosurgeons decide what 
implant they’re going to use and what ap-
proach they’re going to take – is a critical part 
of  their identity as a physician. A signature on 
an employment contract is unlikely to change 
how they make decisions or cause them to 

turn over control of  product choice to a hospital system. As we’ve seen 
with electronic health records and drug formularies, it really doesn’t 
matter what language is in the contract. Physicians are going to treat 
patients the way they think they should be treating them. That’s not 
to say that there’s not an opportunity to develop best practices tied to 
improved outcomes. But administrators need to take a collaborative 
approach to building and implementing them with physicians based on 
the best proven ways to treat patients, not tell them what to do once 
they’ve signed on the dotted line. JHC

“ As more care is 
delivered in a value-
based or risk-sharing 
format, there will be 
greater need for those 
in supply chain to have 
an evidence-based 
and outcomes-focused 
approach to device 
decisions.”

December 2015 | The Journal of Healthcare Contracting12
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THE ACQUIRED PRACTICE

Sometimes, good things come in small packages, says Barbara Wil-
son, director of  physician practice services for Community Health Systems, 
Brentwood, Tenn. 

“It’s true that on the ambulatory side, we can’t drive the cost savings of  
our acute-care cousins, and at times, yes, I am tempted to be envious of  
those numbers,” says Wilson, who manages supply chain services for 4,300 
clinicians at roughly 1,700 locations across 29 states. “But, I believe in the 
ambulatory setting, we have the luxury of  greater flexibility in addressing the 
needs and preferences of  our practices and clinicians than that afforded in a 
hospital supply chain structure.

“Striking that balance between 
cost-savings, physician satisfaction, 
and service to our practice directors 
is a high priority in our ambulatory 
markets. If  the tradeoff  to that ser-
vice and satisfaction is that we don’t 
have bragging rights when it comes 
to the numbers, that’s a tradeoff  I 
can embrace.”

CHS comprises close to 200 hos-
pitals. In August 2015, the compa-
ny announced it would spin off  38 
hospitals. That means Wilson – who 
joined CHS as manager of  physician 
practice purchasing in 2008 – will re-
tain responsibility for approximately 
3,800 clinicians at 1,450 sites after 
the spinoff  is completed. Those 
sites are heavily concentrated in the 
Midwest, Southeast and Northeast, 
though some are located as far away 
as Washington State.

“I currently have responsibility 
for a dual focus,” says Wilson, who 

joined CHS after 25-plus years in 
corporate America. “One part is fa-
cilitating revenue generation and the 
other cost-containment.”

Revenue-generating duties in-
clude assisting practice managers 
with onboarding of  newly hired 
clinicians, providing tools to help 
them coordinate the required start-
up activities needed for those clini-
cians to start seeing patients, and 
billing for their services. Cost-
containment activities are related 
to the supplies and services needed 
to run the practices’ day-to-day op-
erations, and building vendor rela-
tionships and account structures 
around negotiated contracts.

Serving physician practices: 
What’s it like?
In some ways, servicing physician 
practices is no different from serving 
the acute care hospital, says Wilson.

“Our approach is one of  col-
laboration with our physicians and 
other clinical leaders, always with 
a primary focus on providing the 
highest quality in patient care,” 
she says. “We continue to look for 
ways to help our practice managers 
and clinicians focus on patient care 
rather than the logistics of  running 
the business.”

A Tradeoff to Embrace
Community Health Systems works to strike a balance between cost-savings, 
physician satisfaction, and service with its physician practices.

Sponsored by:

“We continue to look 
for ways to help our 
practice managers 
and clinicians focus 

on patient care 
rather than the 

logistics of running 
the business.”

Barbara Wilson
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But in many ways, servicing physicians is a world apart from the 
acute care setting.

“The most obvious difference is the ability to provide supplies in 
an appropriate unit of  measure and in the actual type of  products dis-
tributed,” she says. “Our sites need boxes of  gloves rather than cases, 
and exam tables rather than hospital beds. Specializing in meeting those 
needs drives more volume, which drives negotiating power at the con-
tracting table with those product manufacturers.”

For some time, CHS contracted with an acute-care-focused distrib-
utor to service their physician practices. But that approach presented 
several challenges, including unit-of-measure 
issues and accompanying difficulties with in-
ventory, pricing, even packaging.

In Spring 2013, CHS launched a pilot pro-
gram with Henry Schein to “test drive” the 
distributor’s capabilities in product availabil-
ity and pricing, customer service, order fulfill-
ment, reporting, e-commerce capabilities and 
other metrics, says Wilson. At the conclusion 
of  the program, more than 86 percent of  the 
practices involved said that, given the oppor-
tunity, they would select Schein as their dis-
tributor.

HealthTrust – of  which CHS is an equity 
partner – signed an agreement with Henry 
Schein in June 2014; CHS signed a letter of  
commitment the following October.

Custom catalog
Year 1 of  the relationship has been fruitful. “After months of  re-
view and with valued input from our clinical, financial, and opera-
tional teams, CHS Physician Practice Services recently launched our 
Custom Catalog with Henry Schein,” says Wilson. The catalog is a 
formulary of  clinically approved, contracted, and low-cost leading 
products, she explains. 

Practices log onto the custom catalog to shop and place orders. 
“This makes purchasing of  medical, lab, and pharmaceutical supplies 
less complicated for our practice managers,” she says. “[That] in turn 
allows them to focus on their most important priority – patient care – 
while at the same time driving significant cost-savings for our organiza-
tion.” Most sites receive their orders within 24 hours of  placing them.

The key to the program’s success is qual-
ity and flexibility. “We don’t want to put our 
clinicians in so small a box that they feel they 
have no options,” says Wilson. “We have 
identified subject matter experts among our 
clinical teams. Depending on the product, 
we call on those teams to look at product 
offerings and do some comparisons. Clini-
cal acceptability is the top consideration. 
Then we ask, is it a HealthTrust-contracted 

item and/or low-cost leader?” If  a piece of  
equipment is being evaluated, a key ques-
tion is, “Will it connect with patients’ medi-
cal records through our ambulatory medical  
record (AMR) system?”

“We rely on Henry Schein and their prod-
uct experts to help us,” she continues. “They 
have established relationships in the industry, 
which can be of  great benefit to us from a 
service and cost perspective.

“The decision to partner with Schein was 
ultimately an easy one, and that decision has 
been validated as a sound one again and again 
in the past year of  our relationship.” JHC

“ Striking that balance 
between cost-savings, 
physician satisfaction, 
and service to our 
practice directors is 
a high priority in our 
ambulatory markets.”

The Journal of Healthcare Contracting | December  2015 15







The new, combined purchasing 
volume “wasn’t the primary deal 
driver,” says Jody Hatcher, VHA/
UHC president, offering delivery 
and operations. “It’s more associ-
ated with data, best practices, perfor-
mance improvement. These are far 
more important than scale related to 
purchasing volume.”

VHA/UHC announced in No-
vember that it would buy the MedAs-
sets business from investment firm 
Pamplona Capital Management, prob-
ably in the first quarter of  2016, after 
the federal government has OK’ed 
Pamplona’s acquisition of  MedAssets’ 
revenue cycle management business.

Cost and quality
“When Novation was created in 
1997-1998, the way healthcare looked 
at things was different,” says Hatcher. 
“Things were primarily driven by the 
way providers got paid. The clinical 
enterprise operated independently 
from the cost enterprise for years.

“Fast forward the tape. Look at 
what has occurred with the Afford-
able Care Act – a catalyst driving a 
different payment scheme, and forc-
ing hospitals to bring together their 
decisions about cost and quality.”

That’s why VHA/UHC has fo-
cused many of  its recent efforts on 
providing its members solutions for 
making decisions about cost and 
quality, says Hatcher, adding, “That 
will be fundamentally advanced by 
this acquisition.” The VHA/UHC 
clinical database – primarily a legacy 
UHC offering – will be supplement-
ed and enhanced by the MedAssets 
offerings, including Sg2.

Scale matters, right? More members, greater 
volume, lower prices. That has been the bed-
rock of  group purchasing.

But today, with the major GPOs already boasting thousands of  members 
representing billions of  dollars in purchasing volume, attracting more members 
may not necessarily be the key to growth. 

How then to explain the recent decision by VHA/UHC to acquire the group 
purchasing and clinical resource management arms of  MedAssets, including 
Sg2, the Skokie, Ill.-based analytics and consulting firm? After all, VHA/UHC 
(formed in February 2015 with the merger of  VHA and UHC) already claims 
$50 billion in purchasing volume, and MedAssets, $59 billion.

VHA/UHC  
and MedAssets
The reasons behind the VHA/
UHC decision to acquire the group 
purchasing and clinical resource 
management arms of MedAssets

Jody Hatcher
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“The question is, do you as a provider 
have the systems, processes and capabilities to 
measure, manage and track how you’re per-
forming in an alternative payment scheme?” 
he says. “Our view is, we should be an indis-
pensable partner providing solutions to en-
able organizations to perform better.” One 
way the purchasing group can be that partner 
is through data and analytics. Another is sim-
ply by bringing together provider members to 
share best practices. “We learn, improve and 
build together, and by doing 
that, we will accelerate [our 
members’] collective perfor-
mance. Hospitals can’t oper-
ate in isolation anymore; we 
can to be a catalyst.”

MedAssets and VHA/
UHC make a good fit in many 
other ways, continues Hatch-
er. For example, together, they 
offer hundreds of advisory 
services and insights, he says. “They have an 
interesting workforce capability that we don’t 
have, and a procurement platform as well.”

Impact on group purchasing
While much of  the focus of  the transac-
tion will be on analytics, the fact is, group 
purchasing operations will be affected by 
VHA/UHC’s acquisition of  the MedAs-
sets group purchasing program. But it was 
difficult, at press time, to say exactly how, 
particularly since the transaction wasn’t 
likely to be completed until early 2016.

“We still continue to operate as competi-
tors until we can do otherwise,” says Hatch-
er. One thing he could promise: VHA/UHC 
will do everything it can to move the integra-
tion along rapidly and orderly. 

“We have folks in each organization 
who have the relevant experience to make 

that happen,” he says, pointing to the in-
tegration of  VHA and UHC beginning 
in 2015, and the integration of  Broadlane 
into MedAssets in 2010.

The merger is unlikely to change one 
thing: the formation and development of  
regional purchasing coalitions. “It’s a highly 
competitive marketplace, and will continue 
to be so,” says Hatcher. “Our ability to ser-
vice members as they show up differently 
– through regional groups or through other 

types of  relationships – will 
be important. 

“Years ago, in the 1990s, 
the thought was, GPOs will 
be put out of  business by 
IDNs. That was assuming 
the GPOs wouldn’t adapt. 
But GPOs did adapt. Simi-
larly, we have been adapting 
to the regional groups, and 
that will continue.”

But for Hatcher, most roads lead back 
to analytics.

Contracting aside, “we have to present our 
customers with options as to how to reduce 
variation and more clinical insights into the 
performance of  the products they are using.”

But over time, the greatest cost-saving 
measure isn’t lower prices so much as not 
using some products at all, he says. “In or-
der to not use a product, you need data 
to show how you are performing and how 
that affects clinical variation and practice.”

Outdated is the notion that contract-
ing, analytics and advisory services should 
be run independently of  each other, he 
adds. “You have to integrate all those 
aspects, because our customers have to 
behave differently. The GPO business is 
transitioning from being price-focused to 
utilization-focused.” JHC

VHA-UHC 
Alliance 

NewCo Inc 
to become 
Vizient Inc

VHA-UHC Alliance NewCo 
Inc, the recently com-
bined company of VHA 
Inc and UHC, announced 
that its new name will 
be Vizient Inc (Irving, TX). 
The combined organiza-
tion, which includes No-
vation LLC (Irving, TX), will 
officially align under the 
Vizient brand beginning 
January 2016. According 
to the company, the new 
name represents the full 
capabilities of the com-
bined organization, from 
supply-chain expertise 
to insights into cost and 
quality performance. The 
comprehensive products, 
services, and expertise of 
Vizient will help members 
significantly improve 
their financial, clinical, 
and operational perfor-
mance and achieve great-
er value for patients and 
communities. VHA-UHC 
announced November 
2, 2015 its intention to 
acquire MedAssets Inc’s 
(Alpharetta, GA) Spend 
and Clinical Resource 
Management Segment.

“We have to present 
our customers with 
options as to how 

to reduce variation 
and more clinical 
insights into the 
performance of  

the products they 
are using.”
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So, when a vendor presents a new 
technology as “innovative,” what’s a 
supply chain director and his or her 
staff  to do?

“Fifteen years ago, from a device 
perspective; a lot was finance- or cost-
driven,” says Nancy Masaschi, vice 
president, clinical resource manage-
ment, Advisory Solutions, MedAssets. 

IDNs try to 
improve their 

odds of hitting  
a winner with  

new technology

Way back, purchasing agents placed orders 
and spent much of  their time dousing back-order 
problems. It wasn’t easy, but today, the stakes are 
even higher. Reimbursement’s tight. Hospitals are 
under the gun to improve quality of  care – even 
after their patients have been discharged. Compe-
tition is fierce.

Leaving Little 
to Chance
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“Today, given where the healthcare industry is, we are moving away from 
traditional value analysis to what we call the MEO-type approach – medi-
cal/economic outcomes. We’re asking what value will this new technology 
bring, not just from the financial and reimbursement side, but the clinical 
side as well. It’s the way hospitals and IDNs are looking at things today.” 

New demands
Separating the wheat from the chaff  – that is, the truly valuable tech-
nology from the not-so-valuable – has always been the supply chain 

director’s challenge. But cost constraints and 
new reimbursement policies – e.g., bundled 
payment, readmission penalties, etc. – have 
placed new demands on the IDN product 
evaluation team.

“In the past, the entry process for new 
medical technology into a hospital was typi-
cally a ‘tell,’ with the requestor neither asked 
to nor required to provide any value propo-
sition, total cost of  ownership, quality mark-
ers/expectations, or justification secondary 
to patient outcomes,” says Kelle Laws, RN 
MN CNOR(E), executive director of  medi-
cal devices, ROi.

“If  a physician wanted something new, 
typically, all they needed to do was ask for 
it and it was purchased. Today, it is more 
common that there is a new technology 
entry process in place to bring consistency 
and due diligence to the integrity of  the 
work….The return on the investment of  
new medical therapies, implants, and capi-
tal expenditure are highly reviewed, since 
cost cutting is a requirement to survive as 
an organization.”

ROi classifies new technology as ei-
ther “revolutionary” or “evolutionary,” 
says Laws. “Revolutionary technology is 
that which changes a course of  medical 
therapy, probably in multiple ways, so that 
the patient pathway and desired outcomes 
are radically changed from the traditional 
therapy of  choice. As such, revolutionary 
innovations commonly impact clinical, op-
erational and finance components of  the 
supply chain. 

“By comparison, an evolutionary prod-
uct development is more commonly a line 
item extension to an existing offering, one 
that provides additional abilities to meet 
varying patient population needs, but which 
is unlikely to cause an adjustment to medical 
therapies or outcomes on a larger scale.”

“ The return on the 
investment of new medical 
therapies, implants, and 
capital expenditure are 
highly reviewed, since cost 
cutting is a requirement to 
survive as an organization.”  

– Kelle Laws
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Needed: Strategic approach
What is needed today is a strategic ap-
proach to product evaluation and acquisi-
tion, says Masaschi.

“You need to understand the total impact 
on the delivery of  patient care if  you bring 
in a new technology,” she says. How will it 
fit with the organization’s one-year, five-year, 
10-year strategic plan? “Where do you as an 
organization or service line want to be, and 
will this device help you in that direction?”

Suppliers will continue to develop new 
technologies, says Masaschi. The challenge 
for the provider is to understand the science 

behind the vendor’s claims. “Does it truly 
make this device different? Does it affect 
outcomes or quality of  life? Does it decrease 
infection, reduce length of  stay, improve the 
continuum of  care, as more procedures are 
being done in ambulatory surgery centers and 
outpatient settings?”

In many cases, finding the answers is diffi-
cult, because non-biased studies simply don’t 
exist. That’s why some organizations are cre-
ating their own studies of  technologies they 
want to pursue, says Masaschi.

“It’s one thing to compile information [on 
a new technology],” says Julie Schulz, MD, 

MPH, director of  clinical content at Procured Health, a MedAssets 
partner that conducts research and evidence reviews on medical tech-
nologies. “It’s also important to have members of  the team critically re-
view how the studies were designed. Were they vendor-sponsored? It’s 
easy to put together a white paper, but you need to make sure you’re 
examining the full spectrum, including information on competitors’ 
devices, and not just the information you receive from the vendor.”

Says Laws, “The challenges in evaluation are that if  any clini-
cal evidence exists for a new medical technology, it is likely from 
a supplier-sourced study, which should be scrutinized for process 
integrity, or from a meta analysis that is predicated on question-
able comparables to judge a clinical outcome or justification. Sim-
ilarly, such clinical evidence is commonly focused on answering a 
predetermined query that has previously been tested, and which 

may or may not be relevant to answering 
your organization’s question of, ‘What dif-
ference will this make in our patient care 
delivery structure?’

To address such challenges, the IDN or 
hospital organization may elect to enter into 
a study of  its own with the supplier or, even 
more appropriately, engage an external, third-
party source to do so, she says.

First adopter?
At some point, the IDN has to ask itself, 
“How essential is it for us to be the early 
adopters of  technology?” The answer will in-
fluence how they evaluate new technologies.

“The draw to be first to the healthcare market with an alternative 
patient care solution is always attractive to the progressive hospital or 
IDN organization,” says Laws. “I would offer only that such attrac-
tions be thoughtfully considered for all the downstream impact on the 
total business proposition.”

“It may not be appropriate for every organization to be an early 
adopter,” says Schulz. “You have to figure out, ‘How would the adop-
tion of  this technology fit in with our broader mission and strategy for 
the service line?’ If  you’re not a research organization, maybe being a 
follower is most appropriate.”

Impact on patients
Patient care has always been uppermost in the minds of  hospital clini-
cians and administrators. But it has taken on a new urgency today.

“ Where do you as an 
organization or service 
line want to be, and 
will this device help 
you in that direction?”  

– Nancy Masaschi
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Providers must answer this question, says 
Schulz: Does the evidence support the clini-
cal improvement said to be associated with 
the technology? “It can’t be just any clinical 
improvement, but one that yields patient-ori-
ented outcomes, that is, things experienced by 
the patient – such as mortality, quality of  life, 
pain management.”

Often, vendors will introduce a technol-
ogy – e.g., a surgical mesh – that has been 
shown to be stronger in benchtop testing. 
That’s not good enough, says Schulz. “That 
testing might not have evaluated the impact 

of  the device on patients. Does it reduce pain 
or result in other clinical outcomes? You need 
to be sure there are well-designed studies that 
demonstrate the device actually moves the 
needle in terms of  patient outcomes.”

Continuum of care
Today, IDN supply chain staff  need to evalu-
ate the impact of  new technologies not just 
on the inpatient experience, but the post-
acute-care experience as well.

“Hospitals have to think beyond their 
four walls,” says Schulz. “They have to think 
about what happens after the patient leaves 
[the hospital], because they are increasingly 
responsible for the continuum of  care.” A 
service-line point of  view can help.

“We’re working with an organization that is evaluating cardiac 
rhythm devices,” she says. “We’re helping them understand how the 
technologies can impact 30-day readmissions. So it’s not just about 
how they are implanted in the hospital, but about post-acute-care co-
ordination, disease management, and how that technology will impact 
all of  those.”

Interoperability is another consideration with which yesterday’s 
purchasing agents were not too concerned, says Masaschi. “Back then, 
equipment and technology weren’t as integrated as they are now.”

How do physicians fit in?
Always a plus, the involvement of  physicians in product evaluation 
and selection is critical today, and more readily available, according 

to those with whom the Journal of  Healthcare 
Contracting spoke.

“We’re at a point where more and more 
physicians are employed and have financial 
incentives aligned with the hospital,” says 
Schulz. “They are coming to the [product 
evaluation] committees with an eye toward 
improving the quality of  care across the con-
tinuum. They are having conversations with 
other physicians, and they are looking at how 
and why a technology fits into the broader 
clinical picture. Because of  that dynamic, val-
ue analysis is in a unique position – to truly 

influence standardization efforts and potentially change the types of  
devices physicians are using.”

“We are moving to a point where physicians are actually leading 
these types of  conversations or committees,” adds Masaschi. In that 
environment, supply chain plays a supportive role. “Before, if  they 
were lucky enough to get physicians involved, that was great. But now, 
physicians are more engaged, and supply chain is there to support and 
facilitate what they’re doing.”

Dealing with startups
Providers face an especially tough challenge evaluating what looks like 
revolutionary technology from a young, startup company…perhaps 
even a physician/inventor. 

“Unfortunately, such challenges are the result of  name recog-
nition and early product adoption considerations,” says Laws. “In 
many instances, medical device start-up companies come with some 
of  the same question marks – product quality, production reliability  

“ It may not be 
appropriate for 
every organization 
to be an early 
adopter.”             – Julie Schulz
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and expectations to meet supply and de-
mand needs, operational efficiencies and 
capabilities. Such new business offerings 
come with a hunger and financial ability to 
sell at reduced margins in order to pick up 
volume and references from new or early 
adopters. But the buyer needs to consider 
the startup’s ability to conduct business 
with similar operational ease via electronic 
data interchange, respond to bids electroni-
cally, and meet the other day-to-day func-
tionality that reduces cost for the hospital, 
IDN or GPO segment.”

Networking with other providers can re-
duce the risk of  investing in a technology 
from a relatively unknown company, or a 
technology that doesn’t jibe with the IDN’s 
mission and market position.

“Having a sense of  what other, compa-
rable organizations may be doing will help 
you understand whether you are going to be 
an early adopter or not,” says Masaschi. “Are 
they finding [the technology] to be making a 
difference? Are they glad they made the de-
cision they did? I try to help organizations I 
work with find a network with which they can 
do some knowledge-sharing.”

“The network’s insights are important,” 
adds Schulz. “We can talk about resources 
to clinically evaluate products, but it doesn’t 

make sense for every organization to do it on their own. Sharing makes 
a lot of  sense.”

Role of the GPO
Group purchasing organizations can provide assistance to startup 
companies as well as providers who wish to do business with them.

“Startups may have greater difficulty managing supply and in-
ventory, and if  they are a small business, they may also lack the 
infrastructure to support a national agreement,” says Amy Denny, 
vice president of  supply chain strategy, Premier Inc. “We have a 
program that supports small businesses in their first contract. It 
provides the resources and tools to help suppliers gain contract 
sales with members and build long-term relationships. This in-
cludes coaching, mentoring, business educational tools and a stair-
stepped approach to contracting. We also help them learn how to 
work with providers and distributors to achieve local, regional and 
national distribution capabilities.”

Through its Technology Breakthrough Process, Premier can quick-
ly add a new, breakthrough technology to its portfolio if  a health sys-
tem or supplier notices it in the market, even if  the standard bidding 
cycle is closed, says Denny. The process improves members’ access to 
new technologies and helps suppliers introduce innovative products, 
she says. “Basically, the product must represent a significant advance in 
terms of  safety, clinical outcomes, or operational efficiency over what 
is currently available.”

GPOs can help IDNs gather the evidence to help them deter-
mine whether a new technology does indeed offer better quality 
and lower costs…or not, says Denny. “One enabler is access to 
integrated data and analytics to better evaluate the use of  medical 
technology and its impact on patient outcomes,” she says. “Another 

“You need to be sure there are well-
designed studies that demonstrate 

the device actually moves the needle 
in terms of patient outcomes.”  

– Julie Schulz
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is the ability and willingness of  providers 
to come together to share their outcomes 
data and expertise to systematically and ob-
jectively evaluate the price and usage of  the 
product in the context of  maintaining or 
improving quality patient care.”

Health systems participating in Pre-
mier’s Partnership for Advancement of  
Comparative Effectiveness Review (PAC-
ER) collaborative have saved $8.1 million 
on cardiac stents and surgical mesh over 
the past two years, Denny says. “Each 
PACER cohort consists of  six to 10 IDNs 
that engage their physicians, hospital ad-
ministrators and supply chain leaders to 
share clinical data on utilization, outcomes 
and spend. These multidisciplinary teams 
work together to accelerate more informed 
decisions on clinical products, expedite 
savings, reduce unnecessary variation and 
improve outcomes. 

“IDN participants collaborate to ex-
amine clinical evidence and outcomes, as 
well as price and usage data, to determine 
best practices and unnecessary variation,” 
says Denny. “From there, they decide  

which vendors offer the highest-quality, most cost-effective prod-
ucts to contract with. Contract terms are typically between 18 and 
36 months.” 

In a recent PACER project, seven IDNs came together to identify 
opportunities to change cochlear implant or bone-anchored hearing 
aid practices, she continues. After reviewing the clinical evidence and 
outcomes, the PACER cohort entered into a multi-tiered contract with 
a single vendor. Savings range from 10 percent to 35 percent, depend-
ing on the level of  individual IDN commitment.

Doesn’t happen overnight
At Procured Health, clinicians and biomedical engineers conduct 
research and evidence reviews of  new technologies on behalf  of  
their hospital members, says Schulz. “We pull the research togeth-
er and help hospitals look at it in a structured manner. We make 
sure they check all the right boxes in terms of  their clinical as-
sessments.” Procured Health gathers and disseminates data about 
how hospitals make their decisions about particular technologies. 
“They may gain confidence seeing how others make their deci-
sions,” she says.

Even today, some organizations still acquire technologies with-
out fully vetting them and understanding their true value to patient 
care, says Masaschi. “But when it comes to new technology, you 
have to put systems and processes in place, and you need to make 
sure you do your homework from the financial and clinical side.

“It doesn’t happen overnight.” JHC
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After the fact: Risk-sharing
Suppose your hospital or IDN has done everything 
it can to evaluate the value of  a new technology. What if  
you find, after bringing in the technology, that it doesn’t 
deliver what the vendor said it would?

“There are some progressive drug and device makers out 
there that see risk-based contracting or value-analysis testing as 
a strategy for competitive differentiation,” says Amy Denny, vice 
president of supply chain strategy, Premier Inc. “It would be a 
substantial ‘win’ for hospitals if  suppliers accepted more financial 
risk for the outcomes of  their products/procedures/therapies.”

Says Kelle Laws, RN MN CNOR(E), executive di-
rector of  medical devices, ROi, “The healthcare pro-
vider can and should hold the supplier accountable for 
the clinical performance at all times and for as long 
as possible. All ROi supplier contracts are inclusive of  
such clinical performance requirements. The measure-
ment and coming to terms on how to determine such 
clinical benefits is more often the challenge at hand. I 
recommend getting such terms up front before adop-
tion is finalized.”
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Medical device makers are eager to bring 
new technologies to healthcare providers. 
But they face challenges as they try to do so, 
including FDA regulatory hurdles, difficul-
ties getting government and private payers 
to agree to reimburse providers for using 
those technologies, cost-cutting by provid-
ers, and the Medical Device Tax and the Sun-
shine Act. These hurdles are pronounced for 
startup companies.

Potential investors are reluctant to infuse 
capital into early-stage companies whose 
technologies have yet to be sold – and reim-
bursed – in the market, says Ashley Wittorf, 
executive director, AdvaMed Accel. (Ad-
vaMed Accel is the division within the Ad-
vanced Medical Technology Association, or 
AdvaMed, dedicated to the needs of smaller 
medical technology manufacturers.) 

“When you consider the current risk profile of an early-stage com-
pany with a truly innovative device, it is not always appealing to in-
vestors in today’s marketplace.”

Market demands
The risk begins with the device-maker’s application to the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration for clearance to market its technology. 
While that used to be the industry’s biggest concern, today, device-
makers have an even bigger problem – convincing government and 
private payers that providers should be reimbursed for using their 

technologies, says Wittorf. If payers say “no,” the new technology 
could be a non-starter.

Assuming the device-maker has cleared the FDA and convinced 
payers about reimbursement, it must then face the market – includ-
ing IDN supply chain executives. And it’s a tough market, given the 
need for cost control, heightened concerns about patient safety and 
patient satisfaction, and consolidation of provider groups.

Nobody questions the need for device makers to produce evi-
dence of safety and efficacy, and a solid value proposition for their 

The startup device firm:  
Endangered species?

“ One of my biggest 
concerns right now 
is what’s happening 
with the relationships 
between physicians 
and industry.”  

Ashley Wittorf
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new technologies, says Wittorf. However, as much as providers want 
to see such evidence, the fact is, it has to be developed over time. “If 
we sat on new technology for 15 or 20 years while that value proposi-
tion is being fully proven, we’d be on to the next thing. The question 
is, how do we share some of that risk between the provider side and 
the device manufacturer, to ensure that these new technologies that 
can change people’s lives over a long period have an opportunity to 
get into use?” 

Wittorf mentions one AdvaMed Accel member whose technol-
ogy is used to treat epilepsy patients who are unresponsive to phar-
maceutical therapy. “It’s not cheap,” she says. “But if you look at the 
impact over 20 or 30 years, not only from a quality-of-life standpoint, 
but how it would impact the healthcare system, it has significant val-
ue. But you won’t have all the evidence upfront.”

New laws on the books
As soon as the device maker makes its first 
sale, it must begin paying the 2.3 percent 
Medical Device Tax, part of the Affordable 
Care Act. “It’s hard to pinpoint the exact im-
pact the device tax has had, but it is a con-
tributing factor from a fundraising perspec-
tive,” says Wittorf.

The Sunshine Act has brought about its 
own set of challenges, she continues. 

“One of my biggest concerns right 
now is what’s happening with the rela-
tionships between physicians and indus-
try.” Unlike the pharmaceutical industry, 
with its cadre of chemists and biologists 
researching new drugs, the medical de-
vice industry relies to a large extent on entrepreneurial physi-
cians to help develop new technologies. “The physician is almost 
like that researcher, coming up with new ideas and identifying 
solutions,” she says. 

But because of the Sunshine Act, some physicians don’t want to 
work as closely with industry as they have in the past.

A related issue has been the alarm raised about physician-owned 
distributors, particularly in the spinal segment. PODs that try to make 
a profit by self-referring patients behave unethically, says Wittorf. 
“That shouldn’t happen.” But many providers have chosen to inter-
pret the Office of the Inspector General’s 2013 special fraud alert in a 

very conservative way. “Some are saying, ‘We 
will not buy from any company that has any 
type of physician ownership.’ That presents a 
real challenge to the industry.

“If the public fully understood the role 
physicians play in advancing technology, 
there would be a different perception,” she 
says. “If I were looking at new technology, 
I’d prefer to speak with a physician who may 
have been involved in its development.”

These may be challenging times in which 
to introduce new technologies, but they are 
filled with opportunity too, says Wittorf. 
One positive outcome of healthcare reform 

has been the push to develop medical 
devices that are patient-centric, that can 
help get people home sooner and to put 
more care in their hands. Digital health of-
fers lots of possibilities. 

“We’re seeing the industry change so 
rapidly now, and as patients become more 
informed and understand their options, 
they will demand a different type of care, 
which small companies are looking to pro-
vide,” she says.

Today, device-makers 
have an even bigger 
problem – convincing 
government and private 
payers that providers 
should be reimbursed for 
using their technologies.
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The leading health systems in the coun-
try have adopted the latest medical ad-
vances and provide technology-intensive 
care without driving up Medicare spend-
ing, according to a study performed on 
behalf of AdvaMed, the Advanced Medi-
cal Technology Association.

Directly measuring the effect of medi-
cal technology across the U.S. healthcare 

system is challenging, according to re-
searchers from Avalere Health LLC in the 
study, “The Impact of Medical Technology 
on Medicare Spending.” That’s because 
there is no standard definition for “inno-
vative medical technology,” and no stan-
dard measure of the adoption and use of 
innovative technologies. 

Consequently, the researchers evaluated the Medicare 
spending per beneficiary (MSPB) score, a Centers for Medi-
care & Medicaid Services (CMS) measure of hospital efficiency, 
among the “top technology” hospitals, as identified by U.S. 
News and World Report.

“Our analysis found that, on average, Medicare spending for 
the most technology-intense hospitals matched the national 
rate for all other hospitals,” according to researchers. “However, 
top technology hospitals have a higher percentage of hospitals 
with spending rates that are lower than the national average. 
Approximately 65 percent of top technology hospitals have av-
erage MSPB below the national average compared to 56 percent 
of the non-top technology hospitals. Additionally, when top 
technology hospitals are compared with a comparable group 
of larger hospitals having more than 200 beds, Medicare spend-
ing for top technology hospitals is significantly lower than other 
large hospitals.”

Here is a list of the Top 10 technology hospitals with Medicare spend-
ing below national average:

  1. UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, Calif.
  2. Mayo Clinic Phoenix (Ariz.)
  3. Mayo Clinic Methodist, Rochester, Minn.
  4. Abbott Northwestern Hospital, Minneapolis, Minn.
  5. Mayo Clinic Saint Marys, Rochester, Minn.
  6. Duke University Hospital, Durham, N.C.
  7.  Froedtert Hospital and the Medical College  

of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
  8. Magee-Womens Hospital of UPMC, Pittsburgh, Pa.
  9.  NY-Presbyterian University Hospital of  

Columbia and Cornell, New York.
10. Ochsner Medical Center, New Orleans, La.

To access the AdvaMed study, go to http://advamed.org/res.download/993

Medicare 
spending for the 

most technology-
intense hospitals 

matched the 
national rate for all 

other hospitals.
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Group purchasing organizations have 
been criticized in the past for serving as 
barriers to new technologies and inno-
vative startup firms. Some GPOs have re-
sponded by displaying new technologies 
at special trade shows.

MedAssets
MedAssets hosted its 2015 Technology 
and Innovation Expo in November, in Dal-
las, Texas. More than 70 companies dis-
played their innovative technologies, says 
Nancy Masaschi, vice president, clinical re-
source management, Advisory Solutions, 
MedAssets. To be invited, each company 
undergoes a thorough vetting. 

MedAssets members/attendees are in-
vited to rate the new offerings, and awards 
are given to the winners. “The process 
gives [the technology companies] expo-
sure, and it gives our members exposure 
to things they should be looking at in the 
future,” says Masaschi.

Premier
Premier held its 7th annual Innovation 
Celebration this summer. Volunteers from 
Premier’s member sourcing committees 
selected the products and services based 
on their uniqueness, ability to have an im-
pact on unmet clinical needs and poten-
tial to improve patient care. Any supplier, 
regardless of whether the company is con-
tracted with Premier, can be considered 
for participation.

2015 Innovation Celebration participants (and their technologies) were: 
• Flexicare Inc. (DualGuard)
•  Hologic Inc. (Brevera™ breast biopsy system with  

CorLumina™ imaging technology)
•  Incisive Surgical Inc. (INSORB® 30 Absorbable Subcuticular Skin Stapler)
• Medtronic (IN.PACT® Admiral® Drug Coated Balloon)
• Penumbra Inc. (Apollo System)
• ReavillMED (One Needle)
• Roche Diagnostics (Cobas 4800 HPV Test)
• St. Jude Medical (CardioMEMS™ Heart Failure System)
•  Toshiba America Medical Systems Inc.  
(SMI, Superb Micro-vascular imaging)

•  Toshiba America Medical Systems Inc.  
(Infinix™ Cardiovascular X-ray Dose Solutions)

• Westmed Inc. (Vibralung Acoustical Percussor)

VHA/UHC
VHA/UHC’s 2015 Innovation Technology Expo, held in November in 
Irving, Texas, featured more than 180 products from more than 140 
manufacturers. Among the technologies displayed:

• Biological lighting solution: To help patients get better night’s sleep.
•  Virtual skylight: To improve patients’ feeling of well-being during 
stay in hospital or treatment facility.

•  Repositioning system: Designed to protect the health and 
safety of caregivers and protect dignity of patients.

•  Digital mobile X-ray: Designed to provide a convenient and 
non-threatening way to X-ray pediatric patients.

At the Expo, IDN attendees were asked, “In your opinion, what area of 
clinical care has the most pressing need for healthcare innovation?” 
Their responses:

1. Preventing errors, accidents and infection: 46 percent
2. Alternatives to high-cost treatment protocols: 27 percent
3. Patient engagement in their own care: 18 percent
4. Data quality, integration and security: 12 percent
5. Other: 2 percent

Kicking the tires
GPOs strive to acquaint their members with new technologies
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The federal government and others view 
electronic-health-records (EHR) interoper-
ability as a necessary step to help providers 
adopt a “continuum-of-care” approach to 
patient care. 

Interoperability refers to the ability of 
providers to exchange and process electron-
ic health information without special effort 
by the user. And while it may be the ideal, it 
is far from reality, according to the U.S. Gov-
ernment Accounting Office in its Septem-
ber 2015 report, “Electronic Health Records: 
Nonfederal Efforts to Help Achieve Health 
Information Interoperability.”

Upside, challenges
The use of interoperable EHR systems could 
better enable healthcare providers to:

•  Avoid duplication by allowing them 
to view results from diagnostic proce-
dures conducted by other providers.

•  Evaluate test results and treatment out-
comes over time, regardless of where 
the care was delivered.

•  Share a basic set of patient information 
with specialists during referrals and 
receive updated information after the 
patient’s visit with the specialist.

•  View complete medication lists to 
reduce the chance of duplicate therapy, 
drug interactions, medication abuse, 
and other adverse drug events.

•  Identify important information, such 
as allergies or preexisting conditions, 
for unfamiliar patients during 
emergency treatment. 

In the GAO report, representatives from 18 non-federal EHR-in-
teroperability initiatives describe five key challenges they face in 
achieving interoperability: 
1.  Insufficiencies in standards. Some standards allow EHR systems 

to use different formats and terminology when exchanging data. 
This variability prevents the receiving system from processing the 
information and integrating it into the patient record.

2.  Variation in state privacy rules. Exchanging health information 
with providers in other states can be difficult due to variations in 
privacy rules from state to state.

3.  Accurately matching patients’ health records. Many EHR 
systems use demographic information, such as a patient’s 
name and date of birth, to match health records for a given 
patient held by different providers. But demographic variables 
do not always yield accurate results because, for example, 
there could be more than one patient with the same informa-
tion. In addition, providers may not collect and use the same 
demographic variables for matching.

4.  Cost. The costs associated with achieving interoperability can be 
prohibitive for providers, due to the high cost of EHR customiza-
tion and legal fees.

5.  Need for governance and trust among entities. These gover-
nance practices can include organizational policies related to pri-
vacy, information security, data use, technical standards, and other 
issues that affect the exchange of information across organizations.

In addition to these five challenges, GAO writes that in order for 
providers to take steps toward EHR interoperability, they must see 
some value in doing so. Policies that tie payment to quality of care 
rather than number of services provided may help them do so.

To read the GAO report, go to http://gao.gov/assets/680/672952.pdf

The Long and Winding Road to Interoperability
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Medical technology is getting more com-
plex, and adverse events due to medical 
devices remain a problem. How can health-
care providers ensure that the technologies 
they acquire are high-quality and reliable, as 
well as effective? A group of medical tech-
nology community stakeholders – starting 
with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
and including device manufacturers, pay-
ers, providers and patient advocates – have 
launched an effort to find some answers. 

In 2014, the FDA awarded a grant to 
the non-profit Medical Device Innovation 
Consortium to launch an ongoing “Case for 
Quality” initiative, designed to improve the 
tools and methods used to assess the qual-
ity of medical devices.

The roots for Case for Quality lie in an Oc-
tober 2011 report by McKinsey & Company 
for the FDA titled “Understanding Barriers to 

Medical Device Quality,” explains Dwight Abouhalkah, program man-
ager, Case for Quality, who is on loan to MDIC from Johnson & Johnson.

“Research showed that the interaction between industry and 
the FDA is fairly complex, with multiple challenges,” says Abou-
halkah. “The Case for Quality was created to facilitate ongoing 
dialogue that will ultimately benefit patients, providers and the 
medical technology community.”

Agreed-upon metrics
Convening at scheduled forums through 2015 and 2016, the Case 
for Quality participants are working to identify quality-related 

metrics that the entire supply chain can recog-
nize, says Abouhalkah. They intend to answer 
three key questions:

•  How can manufacturers improve their design, 
engineering and manufacturing processes to 
ensure the reliability, safety and effectiveness 
of their devices?

•  Are there early, quality-related signals or red 
flags that manufacturers can identify and 
correct in real time? 

•  After a device is marketed, is there 
adequate monitoring and feedback to 
alert manufacturers about problems 
either in product design or their 
manufacturing processes? 

“If, as a medical technology community, we can agree on defined 
quality metrics that feed information back into the design and manu-
facturing process, we will reduce problems, reduce costs, and pass on 
the benefits to the consumer,” says Abouhalkah.

Small, startup companies often lack the time, manpower and 
resources to identify and implement such quality standards, he 
points out. But large companies can get bogged down too, given 

“ If, as a medical technology 
community, we can agree on 
defined quality metrics that feed 
information back into the design 
and manufacturing process, we 
will reduce problems, reduce 
costs, and pass on the benefits 
to the consumer.”

Will You Know Quality When You See It?
Case for Quality attempts to improve the way device makers  

and providers assess the quality of medical devices 
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the complexity of new technologies, FDA compliance hurdles, and 
market pressures to be first to introduce innovative technologies.

It is Abouhalkah’s hope and intention to involve supply chain 
executives in the Case for Quality. In fact, its analytics group is 
working with providers to identify product attributes that are 
most important to them. “They’re working on identifying these 
metrics, and a longer-term goal is to use them to create a manu-
facturer rating system, much like a Consumer Reports rating.”

To learn more about Case for Quality, go to http://mdic.org/
case-for-quality-cfq/ and the FDA website at www.fda.gov/Medical 

Barriers to medical device quality
Some key findings from the October 2011 FDA-sponsored report, 
“Understanding Barriers to Medical Device Quality”:

Facts about marketed medical devices include:
•  Over the past 10 to 20 years, the medical device industry has 

enjoyed tremendous growth in both revenues and the technical 
complexity of the products it produces. 

•  Serious adverse event reports related to medical device use 
outpaced industry growth by 8 percent per annum from 2001 
to the time the report was published. 

•  Failures in product design and manufacturing process control 
caused more than half of all product recalls. 

Three quality-related challenges facing the industry:
•  Significant quality upgrades are limited by 1) a lack of informa-

tion for providers and consumers around comparative quality, 
i.e., quality differences among competitive products; 2) time-to-
market competition; and 3) cost pressures. 

•  The increasing complexity of medical devices and usage envi-
ronments. Companies report that they have not systematically 
upgraded their quality infrastructure due to the unclear eco-
nomics and concerns about regulation.

•  Compliance with regulations does not ensure quality. Most 
companies define “quality” as products and services that deliver 
intended performance, safety, and customer satisfaction; while 
“compliance” is defined as meeting regulatory requirements, 
such as the FDA 510(k) or PMA processes.

“Some executives acknowledged that 
their development process focused on 
designing complex, innovative products 
at the expense of long-term reliability or 
ease of controlled manufacture,” write the 
authors of the FDA report. “Consequently, 
such companies have not developed suf-
ficient expertise in reliability engineering 
and manufacturability.” Medical device 
companies can learn a lot from the auto-
motive and aerospace industries, which 
are far more advanced in this area.

“Companies that define quality metrics 
early in the design stage saw a number of 
benefits,” added the authors. “For some, 
quality metrics at the design stage allowed 
focused resources on the most critical ele-
ments downstream in the value chain, es-
pecially when managing supplier quality. 
Others indicated that tracking metrics was 
a key success factor in driving an effective 
mindset around quality.”

To view the FDA report, “Understanding Bar-
riers to Medical Device Quality,” go to www.
fda.gov/downloads/AboutFDA/CentersOf-
fices/CDRH/CDRHReports/UCM277323.pdf

Devices/DeviceRegulationandGuidance/
MedicalDeviceQualityandCompliance/
ucm378185.htm

Supply chain executives who would 
like to get involved in the Case for Qual-
ity may contact Dwight Abouhalkah  
at dabouhalkah@mdic.org, or visit the 
MDIC website to register for more in-
formation at http://mdic.org/case-for-
quality-forum.



MODEL OF THE FUTURE

By Laura Thill

Supply Chain’s  
Expanding Role
Under the direction of Matt Pehrson,  
supply chain at Parallon/HCA Dallas  
has implemented a pharmacy  
distribution system. Food and  
nutrition services is next.

For Matthew Pehrson, there’s no question: The success of an organiza-
tion depends on bringing together the right mix of  individuals. For Pehrson, chief  
executive officer of  supply chain services at Parallon/HCA Dallas, this means en-
gaging his IDN’s clinicians in supply chain decisions. “For the first 11 years of  
my healthcare career, I was engaged in management of  clinical operations for two 
IDNs,” he says. “During this time, I had the privilege of  overseeing various clini-
cal operations, from neurosciences to oncology. I also had the opportunity to be 
the administrator of  a 170-bed acute-care hospital. With the knowledge and skills 
I learned managing clinical operations, I became acutely aware of  the significance 
of  how supply chain impacts an organization. When I migrated into supply 
chain, I was keenly aware of  what was important to clinicians when treating their 

patients,” he continues. “From the op-
erating room to the bedside, my expe-
rience working with physicians, nurses 
and ancillary staff  has made me a bet-
ter supply chain executive; I understand 
care delivery from their perspective. 

“As healthcare reform continues 
to broaden, expense management has 
never been so critical in our industry,” 
he continues. “Understanding clinicians’ 
work, perspective and needs is vital to 
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ensure costs and clinical outcomes intersect to 
obtain the most effective care our patients de-
serve. Without this broad experience, I would 
not be as effective. I view my clinical operations 
experience to be a major differentiator in being a 
better supply chain executive.”

Efficient delivery
Since joining Parallon in 2014 – an orga-
nization with 21 acute care facilities and 
$921,111,617 in annualized spend – Pehrson 
has assumed oversight of  all supply chain ser-
vices, including purchasing, accounts payable, 
contracting, medical/surgical and pharmacy 
distribution/logistics for the North Texas 
and Central and West Texas Divisions for 
HCA. Armed with ideas from his organiza-
tion’s clinicians, he and his supply chain team 
have made strides in developing a more ef-
ficient pharmacy distribution model.

Indeed, Pehrson appreciates being part of  
an organization that values the role of  supply 
chain in quality and expense management, he 
notes. HCA’s “laser focus” on supply chain, 
and how that impacts the quality and expense 
management of  the hospitals it serves, has en-
abled him and his team to focus on building a 
pharmacy distribution model aimed at reduc-
ing costs and distributing medications to the 
bedside more efficiently. The model – cur-
rently being rolled out across the organization 
– is built on the low unit of  measure concept, 
which involves picking and filling pharmacy 
orders for each of  the organization’s acute 
care facilities and distributing medications 
directly to each unique Pyxis unit. “This al-
lows the organization to buy in bulk at our 
warehouse, reduce/eliminate core stock at 
our facilities, and drive down the costs of  
pharmaceuticals for the organization,” he ex-
plains. “I have had the privilege of  leading the 
North Texas Division and opening our first 
Pharmacy Distribution Center.

“Pharmacy costs have skyrocketed the past several years, and set-
ting up this unique model has been one key driver for HCA to miti-
gate the cost increase landscape with pharmacy,” Pehrson continues. 
While he believes the opportunity exists to continue to reduce costs 
and become more efficient in pharmacy distribution, leading and par-
ticipating in this project has been a “rewarding and exciting” experi-
ence for him. “It’s definitely been a highlight of  my career in supply 
chain,” he adds. 

“More opportunities and efficiencies are required of  our pharmacy 
distribution project, which will be on-going for years to come,” says 
Pehrson. “However, over the next year, I will be working with the 
North Texas Division to take on the management of  Food and Nutri-
tion Services (FANS). Typically, FANS operates on its own in the hos-
pital setting, with limited guidance from – and involvement with – sup-
ply chain. We want to change this and align FANS with Supply Chain 
to optimize our operations across our division. By doing so, we can 
drive standardization to the provision of  FANS, ensure appropriate 
product utilization, improve patient satisfaction, deliver culinary excel-
lence and reduce our overall dietary expense.” Such accomplishments 
should enable his team to impact hospital operations by continuing to 
assist with the organization’s expense management efforts, as well as 
improving the its HCAHPS scores.
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A look ahead
In years to come, Pehrson antici-
pates the relationship between the 
hospital supply chain and its sup-
pliers will become more important 
than ever before. “Contracting with 
suppliers will continue to evolve as 
healthcare reform continues to settle 
into our day-to-day normal opera-
tions,” he points out. “I expect to see 
more partnerships formed between 
IDNs and suppliers, where value can 
be demonstrated through collabora-
tion.” As bundled payments become 
more commonplace, the number of  
suppliers in the operating room will 
be limited, drug formularies will be 
more restrictive, and committed sup-
ply portfolios will become the norm, 
he says. Providers and suppliers will 
have to be agile to navigate through 
these changes.  

“At HCA, we will forge our contract-
ing relationships [more deeply] through 
our partnership with HealthTrust, driv-
ing supply formularies to navigate these 
changes,” says Pehrson. In doing so, his 
supply chain team will continue to look 
for suppliers it can trust will help drive 
value to HCA’s patients. “Partnerships 
are forged with open, candid relation-
ships, where both parties can align incen-
tives and efficiencies so that ultimately 
we can provide excellent care to our pa-
tients,” he says. “While I understand this 
is a broad statement, it cannot be ignored. 
When partnering with suppliers, we must 
understand each other’s incentives and 
needs, so that true partnerships can be 
developed.” Supplier partners must be 
willing to collaborate with supply chain, 
rather than taking actions that lead to 
conflict between supply chain and their 
clinicians and physicians, he adds. JHC

Prior to joining Parallon, sup-
ply chain CEO Matthew Peh-
rson served as vice president 
of supply chain and resource 
management at Presbyterian 
Healthcare Services, in Albu-
querque, N.M. At Presbyterian, 
he filled many roles, including 
that of administrator of Pres-
byterian Kaseman Hospital and 
the service line administrator 
for oncology services.  

Today, he serves on the 
Supply Chain Advisory Board 
for HealthTrust and is an ac-
tive member in the Ameri-
can College of Healthcare 
Executives and the Associa-
tion for Healthcare Resource 
and Materials Management. 

“When I migrated into 
supply chain, I was keenly 

aware of what was 
important to clinicians  

when treating their patients.  
From the operating room to  
the bedside, my experience  

working with physicians, 
nurses and ancillary staff 

has made me a better 
supply chain executive; I 
understand care delivery  

from their perspective.”
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By Randy Chittum, Ph.D.

LEADERSHIP

A differentiating characteristic of great executive leadership is the 
capacity for seeing what others cannot. This is not exactly magic, though it may 
look that way to those who can’t see. It turns out that “seeing” differently is 
predicated on “thinking” differently. A key characteristic of  thinking differently 
is the ability to hold opposing thoughts and not feel an overwhelming need to 
choose one or the other. This article is about that ability.

Roger Martin refers to this capacity as having an opposable mind. In other 
words, do we possess the ability to hold opposing thoughts? Doing this requires 
an unwillingness to settle for an “ei-
ther/or” when a “both/and” is still 
possible. And yet, as humans, we are 
drawn to the certainty we feel when 
we choose. Holding out on prema-
turely solving a dilemma requires a 
comfort with ambiguity that many of  
us lack. Of  course we cannot settle in 
this ambiguity forever. At some point 
we will have to make the call and get 
into action.

In my experience with leaders, 
what animates this process is the 
recognition that certainty is not the 
same as truth, or right. Certainty is 
in principle an emotion.  Uncertainty 
is a primary fear. We will often make 
poor decisions in the service of  cer-
tainty. Marilyn Ferguson wrote; “we 
are more certain that ever, but less 
informed and far less thoughtful.” I 
believe that sums it up very well. My 
simpler advice to leaders is to “be-
ware certainty.” Certainty is likely a 
false promise. What it actually deliv-
ers is comfort.

You may also notice how often in 
meetings the victory goes to the person 

who seems most certain about his or 
her position. Again, beware certainty!

What would it look like instead 
if  we “sat with the questions” rath-
er than immediately try to answer 
them? How would things be differ-
ent if  we took time to explore un-
derlying assumptions? What would 
be the advantages of  not leaping to 
a conclusion?  

What if, instead of  seeing com-
plex issues as problems to be solved, 
we saw them for what they probably 
are – polarities to be managed? Polar-
ities are interdependent “opposites.” 
In truth, polarities are a huge part of  
organizational life. We just don’t rec-
ognize them for what they are. This 
is in large part because we prefer the 
certainty of  a problem solved.  

Examples of  common polarities 
include flexible and clear, relation-
ship and task, and emergent and 
structured. In all three cases an ar-
gument can be constructed for both 
“sides.” It is when we see the polar-
ity as choice that we create risk. For 
example, you cannot really choose 
between relationship and task. An 
over-focus on relationship to the ex-
clusion of  task brings with it both 
upside and downside.  

The poet Rainer Maria Rilke 
wrote “be patient toward all that is 
unsolved in your heart and try to love 
the questions themselves.” JHC

Thinking Differently
The value in recognizing and managing through complexities

Certainty is 
in principle 
an emotion. 

Uncertainty is a 
primary fear. We 
will often make 
poor decisions  
in the service  
of certainty.



PRIME VENDOR

Health Industry Distributors Association

CHRISTUS Health is a diverse 
healthcare organization, spread across 
five states, three countries, and con-
sisting of  nearly 350 care sites and 
services. Ed Hardin, Senior Vice Pres-
ident of  Supply Chain, is responsible 
for centralizing and consolidating his 
system’s purchasing under one orga-
nizational umbrella – no small task, 
since CHRISTUS uses one prime ven-
dor for all of  its acute care purchasing 
and a different national distributor for 
its non-acute business.

Throughout CHRISTUS’s rapid ex-
pansion over the past five years, Har-
din has learned some helpful insights 
about the value of  distribution and 
keys for staying disciplined in your 
vendor relationships:
•  Expand the scope of products 

your distributor carries for you. 
“We believe a lot of  PPI vendors 
need to get out of  the distribution 
space and align with our distribu-
tors as closely as possible,” says 
Hardin. What frustrates him is 
the fact that some manufacturers 
don’t always embrace distribution, 
which wastes time and money for 
CHRISTUS. “We try to put as 
many items through distribution 
as possible because we find the 
costs to us are usually three to four 
times higher than when we don’t.” 
Hardin recommends suppliers 
dedicate their focus to working with 

distributors in order to improve their services 
and see this as an opportunity to improve 
their revenue streams.

•  Use scorecards wherever possible. 
Hardin is a firm believer of  the benefits of  
distribution, but he admits that even the 
best distributor can fall short of  efficiency 
targets if  they partner with poorly-performing 
suppliers. While providers should already be 
measuring their distribution partners’ perfor-
mance on a regular basis, Hardin suggests 

taking this one step higher up the supply chain by measuring manufacturer-
supplier performance. “We evaluate all of  our suppliers on a balanced score-
card approach, using the same performance scorecard our distributors use to 
evaluate themselves and their potential trading partners,” says Hardin. “This 
method is important to us because if  our distributor is incurring unnecessary 
costs from inefficient vendors, it can eventually trickle down to us.”

•  Capture your data and consult it often. “The ability to understand your 
data is crucial, especially when determining whether you’re hitting par activity tar-
gets,” explains Hardin. With multiple sites dispersed over a wide geographic area, 
purchasing habits unique to one CHRISTUS location or care specialty can easily 
lead to ordering inefficiencies without close monitoring. “We measure ourselves 
on a monthly basis but can drill down on ordering anomalies within 24 to 48 
hours, in part by adopting a proactive approach and by working with proactive 
vendors.” CHRISTUS holds purchasing managers accountable for inventories 
by requiring all product requests to have a substantiated, pre-approved purchase 
order attached to it. “Working with McKesson Medical-Surgical, our contract 
and formulary compliance rates have increased significantly thanks to good 
governance and by staying vigilant,” says Hardin, “And we’ve eliminated nearly 
all instances of  maverick purchasing across our non-acute facilities as a result.”

Hardin’s team – both internal and external – fully understands the importance 
of  contract and formulary adherence when it comes to vendor purchasing, particu-
larly as CHRISTUS Health seeks out future expansion opportunities that fit the 
organization’s mission and strategic vision. “We think distributors can help advance 
our efforts for a more efficient supply chain with fewer human touches, and we 
value and support those who are willing to align with our high standards.” JHC

Aligning Your Acute  
and Non-Acute Purchasing

Ed Hardin
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It has been two years since the passing of the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
istration’s regulation for Unique Device Identification (UDI), and while the label-
ing requirement for Class III medical devices has long passed (Sept. 24, 2014), a 
second deadline has placed tremendous pressure on medical device manufacturers 
and distributors. 

By Sept. 24, 2015, all labels and packages of  Class II implantable, life-sustaining 
and life-supporting devices were to have hade a UDI. Corresponding data was to be 
submitted to the FDA Government Unique Device Identifier Database (GUDID) 
by Oct. 24, 2015. The September deadline also pertained to life-sustaining and life-
supporting devices that are required to have UDI as a permanent direct mark if  
they are to be used more than once, and reprocessed before each use. Additionally, 
stand-alone software that is life-sustaining or life-supporting must have a UDI and 
human-readable dates on labels in the designated format (YYYY-MM-DD). 

Many medical device manufacturers were compliant by the deadline. They 
also modified or established processes and standard operating procedures to 
maintain compliance going forward. 

Implications for providers
What does this mean for buyers and distributors? While the UDI rule does not 
spell out any specific requirements of  healthcare providers at this time, buyers and 
users of  these medical devices could be taking action to utilize the UDI in their 

processes and transactions. Leveraging 
standardized product identifiers within 
the provider systems and processes has 
proven to reduce costs associated with 
product obsolescence, unit-of-measure 
ordering errors, or simply ordering the 
wrong product altogether. These ex-
amples are just a few that are found 
on the product logistics and inventory 
management side of  an organization’s 
product-related activities. 

The “Holy Grail” of  UDI utilization 
by providers can be achieved when this 
information is scanned at the point of  
care and made available as a component 
of a patient’s electronic health record 
(EHR), reinforcing patient safety. Prod-
uct information integrated into an indi-
vidual’s EHR can then be used in product 
recall notifications as well as to determine 
product efficacy and outcomes. 

Deadline No. 2  
for unique  
device numbers
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To address this need, healthcare providers are finding it important to 
build UDI utilization into their operational business plans. Areas of  focus 
include determining their ERP and EHR system capabilities to house and 
handle the data, preparing for training in the clinical and materials man-
agement areas, and establishing cross-functional teams to manage projects 
associated with UDI utilization. Integrating product information into the 
patient health record will require product identification all the way down 
to the unit of  issue or use. Providers should be working very closely with 
medical device manufacturers to insist on this level of  product identifica-
tion to make scanning these products effective and efficient. 

Implications for suppliers
In a large number of  medical device product transactions, a medical 
product distributor sits between the device manufacturer and the pro-
vider. Under the FDA UDI law, distributors will be expected to be 
able to seamlessly accept from manufacturers and pass to providers the 
same data elements associated with device identification. In pharmacy, 
product track-and-trace aims to facilitate the exchange of  information 

at the individual package level about where a drug has been in the 
supply chain. So too, certain data elements associated with medical de-
vices will become important to maintain between device manufactur-
ers and end users served through distribution. Additionally, by utilizing 
product identifiers, including the GS1 Global Trade Item Number® 
(GTIN®) and other GS1 standards, distributors can leverage many of  
the same operational benefits that providers achieve around inventory 
management and improved supply chain efficiencies.  

As the FDA UDI implementation timeline evolves to meet Class II 
and Class I requirements in 2016 and 2018, respectively , other areas of  
impact may come to light for manufacturers, distributors and providers. 

Beth Gibson is senior director, industry engagement, medical devices, GS1 US. GS1 US, a member of  GS1®, is an information standards or-
ganization that brings industry communities together to solve supply-chain problems through the adoption and implementation of  GS1 Standards.

Class system
The U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion classifies medical devices based 
on the risks associated with the device. 

Class I devices are deemed to be 
low risk and are therefore subject to 
the least regulatory controls. (FDA 
example: dental floss.)

Class II devices are higher-risk 
devices than Class I and require 
greater regulatory controls to pro-
vide reasonable assurance of the 
device’s safety and effectiveness. 
(FDA example: condoms.)

Class III devices are generally the 
highest-risk devices and are there-
fore subject to the highest level of 
regulatory control. Class III devices 
must typically be approved by the 
FDA before they are marketed. (FDA 
example: replacement heart valves.) 

There continues to be much discussion in the 
healthcare industry among members of  the 
GS1 Healthcare US initiative about the use of  
unique device identification and other indus-
try standards, as well as the benefits that can 
be achieved over and above compliance to the 
FDA UDI rule. While it is important for each 
area of  the supply chain to gain the most ben-
efit from standards adoption, they all agree that 
their overarching responsibility lies in improv-
ing patient safety and providing a better patient 
experience. That alone seems to be more than 
enough of  a driver to continue to move the in-
dustry forward. JHC

Integrating product information into the 
patient health record will require product 

identification all the way down to the 
unit of issue or use. Providers should be 

working very closely with medical device 
manufacturers to insist on this level of 

product identification to make scanning 
these products effective and efficient.



HSCA

Generic drug price spikes: 
Common-sense action needed

Healthcare providers such as hospitals, clinics, 
and long-term care facilities are facing greater finan-
cial pressure than ever before as they continue in their 
mission to provide high-quality care to patients. In ad-
dition to cost pressures associated with implementing 
the Affordable Care Act and shrinking reimbursement 
rates that are forcing hospitals to make tough choices 
about spending on labor and supplies, an unexpected 
recent cost-

driver has come in the form of  
dramatic price spikes in the ge-
neric drug market.

Generic drugs have long 
been relied upon to increase 
access to, and reduce costs of, 
essential medications. Robust 
competition in the generic 
market has driven down costs 
for providers and patients 
alike. Recently, however, sig-
nificant price spikes for some 
generic drugs that are long 
since off-patent have begun to 
jeopardize patient access to af-
fordable healthcare. 

Supply chain organizations and healthcare 
group purchasing organizations (GPOs) often see 
spikes occur for products where there are two or 
fewer manufacturers in the market, and where a 
lack of  competition among manufacturers allows 
high prices to go largely unchecked. Limited man-
ufacturing options also mean that quality control 
problems and disruptions to manufacturing can 
jeopardize supply and give rise to drug shortage 
situations – which also allow the opportunistic 
manufacturers remaining in the market to further 
drive up their price on common generic drugs.

Compounding the problem of  price spikes is 
the current backlog of  new generic drug applica-
tions at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). Since the Generic Drug User Fee Act 
(GDUFA) was negotiated in FY2011, the FDA’s 
backlog has continually risen along with its me-
dian review time for product approval. A private 
sector survey revealed that prior to GDUFA, 

By Todd Ebert

Recent news 
headlines about 

some generic 
manufacturers 

driving up the prices 
of generic drugs 
by hundreds or 

thousands of percent 
overnight simply 
because they can, 
suggest that the 

problem is becoming 
more acute.
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review time for an Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA) was 30 
months. In FY2013, that time had risen to 36 months, and in FY2014 is 
estimated to be 42 months. A wait time of  three to four years is currently 
stifling the ability of  manufacturers who want to introduce competition to 
the generic market and help mitigate price spikes. 

GPOs continue to be a private-sector solution for increasing com-
petition and reducing costs. But common-
sense actions are still needed to make the 
generic drug market healthy, competitive, 
and accessible to the providers and patients 
for whom these drugs are urgently needed.

Congress needs to act
The Healthcare Supply Chain Association 
(HSCA) and our member GPOs are committed to reducing costs and increas-
ing competition and innovation in the market. We recently urged Congress to 
implement practical measures to mitigate generic drug price spikes. In our let-
ter, we urged Congress to make express the FDA’s authority to expedite review 
of  ANDAs in instances where there are only one or two existing manufactur-
ers for a product or in instances where there have been recent price spikes. 
We’ve also asked the FDA to make their ANDA list public, because transpar-
ent conditions will help fuel a competitive generic market.

HSCA has additionally provided direct feedback to the FDA regard-
ing collecting quality metrics from drug manufacturers. Using quality 
metrics to monitor establishments involved in the manufacture, prepa-
ration, propagation, or processing of  human drugs will empower the 
FDA to make critical decisions about risk-based scheduling, prediction 
of  drug shortages, and related price spikes.

We encourage the FDA to hold all suppliers, foreign and domestic, to 
the same quality standards for data collection and risk-based inspection 
– and to focus on suppliers that have not yet been inspected or that have 
a history of  compliance problems. There should be consequences for 
any organization manufacturing or distributing products for U.S. 
markets that chooses not to provide quality metrics. And after be-
ing reviewed by FDA, metrics should be made publicly available to 

increase transparency and accountability among 
drug manufacturers.

Drastic price spikes in generic drugs are 
already a serious problem, and recent news 
headlines about some generic manufactur-
ers driving up the prices of  generic drugs by 

hundreds or thousands of  percent overnight 
simply because they can, suggest that the 
problem is becoming more acute.

HSCA and our supply chain members are 
committed to helping alleviate the burdens of  
these spikes, so that healthcare facilities can 
channel their energies into providing first-class 
patient care. We encourage Congress to also 
take common-sense steps to help ensure that 
FDA has the ability to act to prevent and ad-
dress price spikes. JHC

Todd Ebert, R.Ph., is the president and CEO of  the 
Healthcare Supply Chain Association.

There should be consequences for 
any organization manufacturing or 
distributing products for U.S. markets that 
chooses not to provide quality metrics. 
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Full-Service Coalition
What began nearly a century ago as a local hospital association has grown in 
recent years to serve over 7,000 healthcare providers nationwide.

Saving customers money is important, but CHAMPS Group 
Purchasing (Cleveland, Ohio) has discovered it takes much more than 
that to fill the needs of  a growing membership. “We realized many 
years ago that it isn’t enough to simply save members money if  you are 
not working closely with them to identify their organizational goals,” 
says Yolandi Myers, vice president. “Our organization has changed 
vastly over the years, including the way we collaborate with our mem-
bership. Our Client Services team acts as an extension of  the member’s 
purchasing department, consulting and collaborating with them to per-
form data analytics that guide them to savings opportunities; resolve 
connection, communication and pricing issues with suppliers; and help 
them achieve their organization’s supply chain goals.”

The Journal of  Healthcare Contracting spoke with Myers about the 
group’s evolvement over the years, how CHAMPS works to success-
fully service its members and its direction moving forward. 

The Journal of Healthcare Contracting: When was CHAMPS 
started and what has been its mission?
Yolandi Myers: The Greater Cleveland Hospital Association started 
in 1916. In 1918 these Cleveland hospitals decided to work together to 
acquire supplies, and our GPO efforts were born. While our member-
ship has changed tremendously, our mission remains the same: to help 
members coordinate purchasing and contracting efforts in order to 
save money.   

JHC: How has CHAMPS grown since it was started?
Myers: Over the past ten years, CHAMPS membership has evolved 
from a local collaborative to now serving the 7,000+ healthcare pro-
vider locations in all 50 states participating in our GPO. We actively 
recruit new members every day and continue to bring value to them, 
as well as to our existing members. Each time our membership base 
grows, the savings opportunity does as well. Because of  our ability to 
aggregate our collective members’ spend, we are able to work with our 
supplier partners to drive down cost This is a vital advantage, enabling 
our members – especially critical access and rural hospitals – to access 

higher contract tiers, which deliver higher dis-
counts and lower cost.

JHC: How has being part of a regional 
purchasing coalition enabled your mem-
bers to leverage their buying power?
Myers: Since the majority of  our members 
are not part of  large healthcare systems, they 
understand the value of  participating in a col-
laborative that concentrates their purchasing 
power and enables them to maximize their 
GPO discount structure.

JHC: How much savings did the coali-
tion achieve in the first year, and how 
has that increased since?
Myers: Member savings vary greatly be-
tween classes-of-trade through the continu-
um of  care and are also very dependent on 
the provider’s previous GPO. Typical savings 
for an acute care facility joining CHAMPS 
range between 6 and 10 percent, but in the 
non-acute market we frequently see savings 
of  over 20 percent.

JHC: Can you explain the process where-
by your supply chain executives meet 
and make their decisions?
Myers: Since our membership is spread 
across the country, in-person group meet-
ings are not common. Our national account 
managers are specialized by class of  trade and 
bring virtual collaboration efforts to reduce 
costs to the membership for decision-making 
and implementation.
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JHC: How do you co-exist with your national GPO?
Myers: We are extremely involved with our national GPO partner, 
Premier healthcare alliance, so the majority of  agreements accessed 
by CHAMPS members are in the Premier portfolio. The value that 
CHAMPS adds is to provide access to lower costs through spend aggre-
gation. Additionally CHAMPS itself  negotiates a portfolio of  contracts 
that is designed to supplement the Premier portfolio. Through careful 
selection of  suppliers – in some 
cases, regional ones – we drive 
value in our portfolio, as well as 
what we offer through Premier. 
CHAMPS truly is an extension 
of  Premier to provide value for 
our members, as well as mar-
ket share for the suppliers and 
manufacturers. CHAMPS builds 
upon this relationship, develop-
ing custom GPO contracts that 
complement the Premier port-
folio. This helps us live out our 
mission of  providing low-cost 
contracts for high quality sup-
plies and services, while helping 
healthcare providers maximize 
their supply chain efficiencies.

JHC: How do you ensure that the 
interests of each of your facilities 
are considered and that each 
facility’s needs are met? 
Myers: CHAMPS has a unique service model. Because of  the diversity 
of  our membership, we have built a model where account management 
experts work directly with members on a customized plan to identify sav-
ings and implement GPO pricing. Each new member has a dedicated ac-
count manager, and we build strategic partnerships and shared goals with 
each facility or group. Our supplier-relations initiatives include working 
directly with our GPO-contracted suppliers to provide additional value 
(not just price) to each class of  trade and to membership as a whole. 

JHC: How difficult is it to get buy-in to the coalition’s contracts 
from each of your facility’s physicians and staff?
Myers: This is a challenge. Physicians and other providers in the post-
acute market are busy. Their patient loads are heavy and they are looking 

to cut costs anywhere they can. When we meet 
with them, they have limited time and often it 
is clear that the person in charge of  purchas-
ing also wears many other hats. That is why 
we have created systems to help with GPO 
contract management, electronic price activa-
tion and identification of  top contract savings 
opportunities. Our account management team 
uses these systems to consult with the members 
on their best options and handle the contract 
connection process for them, minimizing the 
time it takes the members to manage their own 
GPO spend.

JHC: Other than cost-savings your coali-
tion has achieved through greater volume 
purchasing, what has been the greatest 
benefit of the coalition to its members?
Myers: The support members get from 
CHAMPS as a free service to their hospitals, 
practices and skilled nursing facilities always 
gets high praise. CHAMPS works to ease the 
burden of  contract management and local ne-
gotiation, giving supply chain executives and 
staff  the ability to focus on broader goals.

JHC: How do you envision your purchas-
ing coalition in the next several years?
Myers: There will continue to be growth in 
our membership and in savings to providers, 
as well as value to supplier partners. CHAMPS 
has a collaborative approach, so we will con-
tinue to explore new areas for group effort 
and will provide more support to our mem-
bership through evolving technology solu-
tions and contracting strategies. We strongly 
believe that the ability to move market share 
is imperative in a sustainable model, so we will 
continue to progress in this area. I envision 
intense collaboration and solid partnerships 
in our future, which will sustain and support 
members as they learn to prosper under new 
care models. JHC

Because of our ability 
to aggregate our 

collective members’ 
spend, we are able 
to work with our 
supplier partners 

to drive down 
cost This is a vital 

advantage, enabling 
our members – 

especially critical 
access and rural 

hospitals – to access 
higher contract tiers, 
which deliver higher 

discounts and  
lower cost.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Purchased services:  
Not so different than PPI
To the Editor:
I just wanted to drop you a line and say that I enjoyed your articles on pur-
chased services. [“Purchased Services: A Strategic Approach,” October 2015 
Journal of  Healthcare Contracting.] Purchases services is an area that we have 
been addressing since I arrived at Piedmont. Having said that, it seems to 
be an area that has been recently discovered by the healthcare industry. In 
fact, every consultant and GPO now offers a purchased services “solution.”

It reminds me of  the early days of  the discovery that there may be 
an opportunity in this new thing called “physician preference items.” 
The truth is that, just like PPI, we often have the skills and talent in 
place to address these opportunities. Much like the character in the 
“Taken” movies, supply chain professionals have the unique set of  
skills to help their customers to reduce spend in these areas. 

I would also say that I agree with the comments that much like 
physicians and PPI, there can be an emotional attachment to some of  

these vendors. Just like PPI, I think the secret 
to success is having built a prior relationship 
with customers that results in trust and a will-
ingness to work to a common goal and their 
full participation in the process. 

I would encourage any of  my supply chain 
comrades to take on the purchased services space 
and feel confident that it is no more difficult then 
PPI and can be addressed with similar tactics.

Joe Colonna
Vice President of  Supply Chain
Piedmont Healthcare
Atlanta, Ga.

NEWS

Court rules that UPMC must provide  
in-network services to Highmark  
Medicare plan members
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled that UPMC 
(Pittsburgh, PA) must continue to provide in-network 
services to members of  Highmark Inc’s (Pittsburgh, 
PA) Medicare Advantage plans. The state took UPMC 
to court after it announced plans to end its Advan-
tage contracts with Highmark because Highmark al-
legedly failed to pay UPMC contracted rates for on-
cology care. The Court’s ruling affirms a state judge’s 
May 2015 decision that the system must remain an 
in-network provider for Highmark’s Medicare Advan-
tage plans under the term of  a consent decree reached 
between the two organizations and state officials  
in 2014.

Tenet to sell five Atlanta-area  
hospitals to WellStar for $661M
Tenet Healthcare Corporation (THC) (Dallas, TX) entered 
into an agreement with WellStar Health System (Marietta, GA) 
through which WellStar will purchase and manage Tenet’s five 
Atlanta-area hospitals and 26 physician clinics. The deal has a 
sale price of  $575 million and WellStar will assume $86 
million in debt, for a total transaction value of  $661 million. 
The hospitals included in the deal are Atlanta Medical Center 
(Atlanta, GA), Atlanta Medical Center – South Campus (East 
Point, GA), North Fulton Hospital (Roswell, GA), Spalding 
Regional Medical Center (Griffin, GA), and Sylvan Grove 
Hospital (Jackson, GA). The facilities have a combined total 
of  1,192 beds, 4,300 employees, and 1,390 doctors. The sale 
is expected to be finalized in Q1 2016, subject to regulatory 
approvals and other closing conditions.
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OBSERVATION DECK
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Mark Thill

A report that came across my desk this fall is valuable reading for 
supply chain executives. It is “Increasing Supplier Diversity in Health Care,” 
by the Health Research & Education Trust (HRET), in partnership with the 
American Hospital Association. It’s well-written, easy to understand, and brief  
(19 pages, including end notes, additional resources, etc.)

The why and how  
of supplier diversity

The document:
• Defines supplier diversity.
•  Spells out the rationale for diversity, as well 

as its benefits to the hospital or IDN.
•  Offers resources that can help providers 

identify diverse suppliers.
• Offers action steps to get started.
• Presents several real-life case studies.

Supplier diversity defined
The document says, “Supplier diversity is pres-
ent when an organization’s contracts for goods 
and services feature a variety of  businesses, 
including those that are at least 51 percent 
owned, managed and operated by minorities, 
women or veterans; those located in a histori-
cally underutilized business zone (HUBZone); 
or small disadvantaged businesses as defined 
by the U.S. Small Business Administration.”

Rationale, benefits
Why diversity? The U.S. Census Bureau esti-
mates that racial and ethnic minority groups 
will compose a majority of  the U.S. population 

by 2042, the authors point out. By 2023, mi-
nority children will constitute the majority 
of  U.S. children. “As demographics change, 
diverse suppliers are able to provide new 
products and services. Many minority- and 
women-owned businesses operate in neigh-
borhoods that benefit significantly from the 
employment and economic growth that di-
verse businesses provide.”

The U.S. Census Bureau estimates 
that racial and ethnic minority 
groups will compose a majority 
of the U.S. population by 2042, 
the authors point out. By 2023, 
minority children will constitute 
the majority of U.S. children. 
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HRET lists some of  the benefits of  supplier diversity, elabo-
rated upon in several case studies:

•  Greater innovation and value through cost reduc-
tions; better contract terms and conditions and 
improved service 

•  Expansion of  external partnerships – often nontra-
ditional – in the community 

•  Local job creation and other community benefits.
•  Supplier roster that mirrors the patient and commu-

nity populations.

Action steps
Healthcare organizations should consider taking the 
following steps to increase supplier diversity, according 
to HRET:

•  Define goals for a supplier diversity program and 
draft a clear mission statement. Create a code of  
conduct that ensures fair access to all suppliers. 

•  Incorporate these goals into the hospital’s or health 
system’s strategic plan and include specific targets for 
diversity spending. Frame supplier diversity goals as 
strategic and business imperatives, rather than simply 
“the right thing to do.” 

•  Communicate with your group purchasing 
organization to ensure its practices reflect your 
hospital’s goals. 

•  Consider opportunities to diversify other hospital 
contracts, such as those for advertising and marketing. 

•  Ensure that at least one minority candidate is always 
considered for a supplier position. 

•  Appoint a champion within the organization who 
will be accountable for implementing supplier 
diversity and tracking performance goals and dollars 
spent on diverse suppliers. 

•  Cultivate relationships with diverse suppliers 
through favorable financial terms, technical and 
managerial services and educational seminars. 

•  If  your hospital or health system isn’t doing so already, 
consider working with a group purchasing organization 
to gain access to a wide network of  diverse suppliers. 

•  Avoid framing the supplier diversity program as a 
quota system or social program. Instead, emphasize 
its importance as a business strategy that will pro-
vide a competitive advantage to the organization. 

Perhaps the best parts of  the HRET document are the 
case studies: CHRISTUS Health, Grady Health System, 
Greenville Health System, Saint Francis Care, and Univer-
sity of  Chicago Medicine. Their stories are laid out, and 
contact information given.

It’s a great resource, and it’s free at www.hope.org/
supplierdiversity. JHC

Cultivate relationships 
with diverse suppliers 
through favorable 
financial terms, technical 
and managerial services 
and educational seminars.
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